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Platinum...a higher standard
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PASSION   Our passion for fun on the water is the driving force 
behind every Aquaglide® product. Creating innovative new 
ways to play is our greatest satisfaction. Each product we make 
is carefully engineered to meet the highest standards for safety 
and quality so that all you have to worry about is having fun. 

Platinum™ products are built tough to 
meet the needs of high-use active camp, 
resort and commercial customers, and are 
backed by a 3 year limited warranty. We 
take great pride in building to a higher 
standard, so corner-cutting is not something you will 
see in our products. Each item has been developed in 
cooperation with our partners in commercial recreation and 
meticulously refined and tested for safety and long-term 
durability in commercial use.

   The Platinum™ range is a modular system, 
each item designed to interconnect using our exclusive 
Interloc™ system; so the possibilities are limited only by your 
imagination. Nearly every aquapark can be reconfigured to 
find new ways to play. Because of this incredible potential, each item we offer 
adds value to existing products.  So whether your plans include building the 
ultimate aquapark, outfitting an aquatic center, building a park for your luxury 
yacht, or simply spending quality time with family and friends, we are confident 
you will find what you’re looking for here. Like you, we want to surprise and 
delight our guests as they have the time of their lives in a safe environment. We 
want them to leave with smiles and pleasant memories so that they come back 
to the water again soon.

 The RESORT range is a select group of Aquaglide® products specifically 
designed and built to meet the waterfront needs of active camp, resort and 
commercial customers. For a complete list of products and categories, please 
see our website at www.Aquaglide.com.

MODULAR

AQUAPARK™
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We understand that adding an aquapark feature can be a big 
decision. Here are some important points to consider before 
making your choice:
 
QUALITY   First, we meticulously push to improve each item 
based on customer feedback. We work directly with material 
producers to develop specialized materials for each purpose. Next, 
we manufacture using only the best equipment and the most 
experienced craftsmen. Last, each piece is painstakingly tested 
before leaving the factory to ensure the highest quality.
 
SUPerIOr MATerIALS Are The cOrNerSTONe Of OUr 
cONSTrUcTION – Duratex is the best quality material for 
commercial waterparks, period.  Aquaglide® is the only brand 
that works with a materials factory to develop our own exclusive 
formula.  Our fabric reinforced PVC has better elasticity and superior 
adhesion which insures the best quality construction and reliability.  
 
ALL SeAMS Are weLded AT LeAST 2 TIMeS TO INSUre 
MAxIMUM reLIAbILITY. Seams are always the weak point in 
construction.  That’s why all Aquaglide® products are welded at least 
twice – inside and out. Our handles, D rings and Anchor plates are 
all welded on, not glued like our competitors. 
 

cerTIfIcATION   Each new item is submitted to rigorous lab and field testing to 
ensure that it meets and exceeds current product safety standards. Our products 
are Third-Party certified compliant with CPSIA and EN 15649, the highest possible 
standards in the business. We encourage customers to ask for proof of compliance 
when considering other suppliers.
 
SerVIce   Our staff, distributors and dealers are not only passionate, but also highly 
knowledgeable about our products. Our mission involves continuously striving to 
provide the highest possible level of service and support to our customers. 
 
TrUST   At Aquaglide® we don’t just build products, we build trust. This is a process 
that can only be done by forging long-term partnerships with everyone 
from material suppliers, to workers, designers, distributors and you, our 
customer. What does all this mean for you? When you make the 
decision to purchase an Aquaglide® product you can trust that 
you have the best in innovative design, safety, quality and 
the highest level of service available, guaranteed.

So what makes Aquaglide® better?
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FREEFALL SUPREME™

The Freefall™ Supreme sets a new standard for aquapark adventure. 
Joining it’s siblings at the top of the Platinum™ range, this giant slide and 
playstation is ready to take the stage!  The Freefall™ Supreme features an 
awe-inspiring climbing ladder, leading to a heart-pounding zero-entry 
slide.  The mesh safety guard provides ample shade while still allowing 
good visibility for lifeguards. The interior space includes a large splash 
zone plus a cozy loft space for playing and resting. Add Platinum™ 
accessories on three sides using Interloc™ system. Accommodates
up to twelve users at once.

FREEFALL™ SUPREME
Brief:  Giant, commercial grade slide and play station for water. 
Specs: L 25'7" x W 12'5"  x H 16'7" (L 7,80 m x W 3,80 m x H 5,05 m) 
Item: 58-5214008  
Box Dimensions: L 52.75" x W 42.25" x H 40", 662 lb. 1pc.
(L 134 cm x W 120 cm x H 102 cm, 300,2 kg)
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SUMMIT™
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The Summit™ sets a new level of performance for fun on the water, and 
has been successfully integrated into some of the most prestigious 
resorts, camps and clubs around the world. This item creates a visual 
spectacle and makes a strong statement that “FUN is spoken here.”  The 
Summit™ features a large climbing wall, breathtaking zero-entry slide, 
and a sizeable cave for bouncing, climbing, swinging, playing, or even 
(gasp) resting. For even more intrigue, add nearly any Platinum™ 
accessory on three sides using Interloc™ system. Accommodates
up to twelve users at once. 

SUMMIT™ EXPRESS
brief:  Giant, commercial grade slide and play station for water. 
Specs: L 25.5' x W 12' x H 16.5' (L 64,8 cm x W 365,8 cm x H 502,9 cm) 
Item: 58-5209210  
box dimensions: L 48" x W 43" x H 38", 572 lb. 1pc.
(L 122 cm x W 109 cm x H 96,5 cm, 260 kg)
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Jungle Joe2™   
brief: Multi-use playstation for up to ten people.
Specifications: L 12' x W 12' x H 12' (L 3,6 m x W 3,6 m x H 3,6 m)
Item: 58-5212100
box dimensions: L 48" x W 40" x H 36", 265 lb. 1pc.
(L 122 cm x W 102 cm x H 91 cm, 120,5 kg)

Jungle Joe2™ is an incredible, towering climbing structure and 
slide. Pyramidal walls provide a safe, yet formidable climbing 
challenge. Interior mesh floors create splash zones and 
multi-level terraces for exploration.  Provides unlimited options 
for sliding, climbing, jumping, blasting and obstacle-type 
challenges for all ages.  Add virtually any Platinum™ accessory 
on three sides using Interloc™ system. Accommodates up to 
ten users.

JUNGLE JOE™ 2
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FREEFALL EXTREME™
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Freefall™ Series slides pack maximum fun and excitement into 
an easily manageable package. The Freefall™ Extreme offers 
an incredible ride with easier setup and takedown than the 
Summit™. It features a ten foot high ladder-style climbing wall, 
breathtaking zero-entry slide, and a large enclosed splash zone 
for playing or relaxing. Connect Platinum™ accessories at three 
stations using Interloc™ system. Suitable for up to eight users.

FREEFALL™ EXTREME 
brief: Extra large, commercial grade slide and play station. 
Specifications: L 18' x W 10' x H 10' (L 5,4 m x W 3 m x H 3 m)
Item: 58-5210006
box dimensions: L 45" x W 33" x H 30", 216 lb. 1pc.
(L 114 cm x W 84 cm x H 76 cm, 98,2 kg)
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JUNGLE JIM™
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The Platinum™ Jungle Series represents a paradigm shift in 
aquapark design. Jungle Jim™ is a multi-use playstation for up to 
six people. Stable pyramid features climbing, sliding, jumping, 
splashing and more. Outside climbing walls angle inward for 
convenience and stability. Interior mesh floors create outrageous 
splash zones. Climb up through the top with the inside ladder. 
Outside corner posts make exciting ‘drop zones’ for sliding, or 
leap from the level of your choice. Use as a standalone item, or 
connect to an aquapark. Connect Platinum™ accessories at up to 
four stations using Interloc™ system.

JUNGLE JIM™ 
brief: Multi-use playstation for up to 
six people.
Specifications: L 9'5" x W 8'8" x H 6'9"
(L 287 cm x W 264 cm x H 206 cm)
Item: 58-5211107
box dimensions: L 36" x W 30" x H 18",  
117 lb. 1pc.
(L 91 cm x W 76 cm x H 46 cm, 53,2 kg)
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FREEFALL™ 6

FREEFALL™ 6 
brief: Large, commercial grade slide. 
Specifications: L 13'4" x W 8' x H 6' (L 406 cm x W 244 cm x H 183 cm)
Item: 58-5211106
box dimensions: L 36" x W 26" x H 17", 102 lb. 1pc.
(L 91 cm x W 66 cm x H 43 cm, 46,4 kg)

The sporty Freefall™ 6 brings a new type of fun into the 
mix. Six foot high climbing ladder and an exhilarating 
zero-entry slide will accommodate up to three participants 
at a time. A thrill for any age group. Connect Platinum™ 
accessories at one station using Interloc™ system.



ROCKIT™
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ROCKIT™
brief: Round Platinum™ rocker for up to 8 people. 
Specifications: L 14’ x W 14’ x H 5.5' (L 427 cm x W 427 cm x H 168 cm)
Item: 58-5210011
box dimensions:  
L 38" x W 30" x H 17", 115 lb. 1pc.
(L 97 cm x W 76 cm x H 43 cm, 52,3 kg)

The Rockit™ provides endless opportunity for creative 
free-play and team-building. This versatile, circular water rocker 
comfortably fits up to eight people, but can be used by as few as 
two. Offers a variety of stations to accommodate participants of 
all sizes and age groups. Work as a team, or in factions to balance, 
roll it and rockit! Accommodates up to eight users.



REVOLUTION™
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The Revolution™ is both a rocker and a slide. In Slide mode, 
climb to the peak using one of three different routes - even 
a vertical ascent! Extra wide slide offers huge thrills. Simply 
turn the Revolution™ over for a high-action adventure in 
Rocker mode. A great team-building exercise! Hours of fun and 
endless laughs. Accommodates up to ten users.

REVOLUTION™
description: Giant, convertible Platinum™ rocker and slide.
Specifications: L 16.5' x W 8' x H 6' (L 503 cm x W 244 cm x H 183 cm) 
Item: 58-5209209
box dimensions:  
L 39.4" x W 23.6" x H 22.8", 167 lb. 1pc.  
(L 100 cm x W 60 cm x H 58 cm, 75,9 kg)

Slide mode 

Rocker mode 



Octane™ Frame

Supertramp™ 17Supertramp™ 14 Supertramp™ 23

SUPERTRAMP™
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Aquaglide® SuperTramps™ are designed for superior bouncing performance and years of trouble-free 
service. Since trampoline performance is about focusing a jumper’s energy, a rigid, powerful frame is the 
only option for serious bouncing. Frameless designs absorb some of the jumper’s energy, reducing jump 
height. That’s why each of our three SuperTramp™ models incorporates a rigid steel Octane™ frame. 
Every trampoline has a ‘sweet spot’ where the spring energy converges. By offsetting the spring energy, 
our eight-sided Octane™ frames provide a larger sweet spot and better bounce than a round trampoline. 

Built tough to withstand the 
demands of commercial use, 
SuperTramps™ are assembled 
using hot-air welded 28 oz.  
fabric-reinforced  PVC tubes, 
double-dip galvanized steel 
frames, and powder-coated 
springs. Includes SwimStep™ access 
platform and anchor bridle. Add virtually any Platinum™ accessory 
on three sides, and a log option on one side using Interloc™ 
system and craft your own, unique aquapark. SuperTramp™ 14 
accommodates up to three, SuperTramp™ 17 up to four and 
SuperTramp™ 23 up to five users at one time. 

SUPERTRAMP 17™
Specifications: W 17' x H 36" (12'9" jump surface)
(W 518 cm x 91 cm, 389 cm jump surface)
(platform) L 42" x W 56" x H 8"  
(L 107 cm x W 142 cm x H 20 cm)
Item: 58-5209102
box 1 Tube + Mesh + Springs + Bolts  
L 31.5" x W 23.5" x H 15.5", 139 lb.  
(L 80 cm x W 60 cm x H 39 cm, 63,2 kg)
box 2 Frame + Spring pad + PE rope  
L 61" x W 19" x H 11.5", 104 lb.  
(L 155 cm x W 48 cm x H 29 cm, 47,3 kg)
box 3 Swimstep L 14.5" x W 7" x H 21", 20 lb. 1pc.
(L 37 cm x W 18 cm x H 53cm, 9,1 kg)

SUPERTRAMP 14™
Specifications: W 14' x H 36"  (10'  jump surface) 
(W 427 cm x H 91 cm, 305 cm jump surface)
(platform) L 42" x W 56" x H 8" (L 107 cm x W 142 cm x H 20 cm)
Item: 58-5209106
box 1 Tube + Mesh + Springs + Bolts  
L 31.5" x W 23.5" x H 13", 101 lb.  
(L 80 cm x 60 cm x 33 cm, 45,9 kg)
box 2 Frame + Spring pad + PE rope  
L 52" x W 19" x H 11.5", 86 lb.  
(L 132 cm x W 48 cm x H 29 cm, 39,1 kg) 
box 3 Swimstep L 14.5" x W 7" x H 21", 20 lb. 1pc.
(L 37 cm x W 18 cm x H 53 cm, 9,1 kg) 

SUPERTRAMP 23™
Specifications: W 23' x H 42" (17' jump surface)
(W 701 cm x H 107 cm, 518 cm jump surface)
(platform) L 42" x W 56" x H 8" (L 107 cm x W 142 cm x H 20 cm)
Item: 58-5209103
box 1 Tube L 31.5" x W 23.5" x H 16.5", 146 lb.
(Tube L 80 cm x W 60 cm x H 42 cm, 66,4 kg)
box 2 Spring pad + Springs L 80" x W 16" x H 8.75", 71 lb.
(Spring pad + Springs L 203 cm x W 41 cm x H 22 cm, 32,3 kg)
box 3 Frame + Mesh + Bolts L 81.75" x W 14" x H 5.75", 124 lb.
(Frame + Mesh + Bolts L 208 cm x W 36 cm x H 15 cm, 56,4 kg)
box 4 Swimstep L 14.5" x W 7" x H 21", 20 lb. 1pc.
(Swimstep L 37 cm x W 18 cm x H 53 cm, 9,1 kg)
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Plunge™

(optional)

Blast II™ w/wedgie
(optional)

SwimStep™  (included)



Rebound 12™ Rebound 16™ Rebound  20™

REBOUND
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REBOUND 12™ AQUAPARK SYSTEM
brief: 12' bouncer with slide, log & access platform. 
Specifications: (12') W 12' x H 30" 
(W 366 cm x H 76 cm) 
(platform) L 42" x W 56" x H 8" 
(L 107 cm x W 142 cm x H 20 cm)
Item: 58-5209200
box dimensions: L 24.5" x W 20.75" x H 20", 
106 lb. 1pc.  
(L 62 cm x W 53 cm x H 51 cm, 48,2 kg)

REBOUND 12™ 
brief: 12' diameter bouncer with access platform. 
Specifications: (12') W 12' x H 30" 
(W 366 cm x H 76 cm)
(platform) L 42" x W 56" x H 8"  
(L 107 cm x W 142 cm x H 20 cm)
Item: 58-5209100
box dimensions: L 24.5" x W 16.5" x H 20.5", 
81 lb. 1pc. 
(L 62 cm x W 42 cm x H 52 cm, 36,8 kg)

REBOUND 16™ AQUAPARK SYSTEM
brief: 16' bouncer with slide, log &  
access platform.
Specifications: (16') W 16' x H 36"  
(W 488 cm x H 91 cm)
(platform) L 42" x W 56" x H 8" 
(L 107 cm x W 142 cm x H 20 cm) 
Item: 58-5209201
box dimensions: L 40" x W 15" x H 27",  
141 lb. 1pc. 
(L 102 cm x W 38 cm x H 69 cm, 64,1 kg)

REBOUND 16™ 
brief: 16' diameter bouncer with access platform. 
Specifications: (16') W 16' x H 36" 
(W 488 cm x H 91 cm)
(platform) L 42" x W 56" x H 8" 
(L 107 cm x W 142 cm x H 20 cm)
Item: 58-5209101
box dimensions: L 40" x W 12" x H 27",  
114 lb. 1pc. 
(L 102 cm x W 31 cm x H 69 cm, 51,8 kg)

One of our most popular items, the Rebound™ bouncer is a surprisingly 
affordable way for discriminating customers to appreciate Platinum™ quality 
and value! Made of RF welded fabric-reinforced PVC and #316 stainless 
steel welded ring plates, the Rebound’s eight-sided design offers excellent 
bounce and is easier to setup and maintain than those with metal frames 
and springs. Comes complete with SwimStep™ access platform and heavy 
duty molded boarding and transport handles. Sold separately, or available 
as an Aquapark package with slide and log.  Add virtually any Platinum™ 
accessory on two sides, a log option on one side, and a slide option on 
one side using Interloc™ system. Rebound™ 12 accommodates up to three, 
Rebound™ 16 up to five and Rebound™ 20 up to 7 users.
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Rebound 16™ 

Aquapark System

REBOUND 20™ 
brief: 20' diameter bouncer with access platform. 
Specifications: (20') W 20' x H 36" 
(W 610 cm x H 91 cm)
(platform) L 42" x W 56" x H 8" 
(L 107 cm x W 142 cm x H 20 cm) 
Item: 58-5213005
box dimensions:  
L 40.25" x W 14.50" H 27", 136 lb.  
(L 102 cm x W 37 cm x H 69 cm, 61,8 kg)



Plunge™

i-Log™

Rebound Slide™

OPTIONS
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i-LOG™
brief: Platinum™ balance log.
Specifications: L 10' x H 19" 
(L 305 cm x H 48 cm)
Item: 58-5209213
box dimensions: L 20" x W 16" x H 14", 
11 lb. 1pc.
(L 51 cm x W 41 cm x H 36 cm, 5 kg)

12' & 16' REBOUND SLIDE™
brief: Optional slide for the popular 
Rebound™ bouncer.
box dimensions: L 17" x W 12" x H 25",  
19 lb. 1pc.
(L 43 cm x W 31 cm x H 64 cm)
Item: (12') 58-5209211
Item: (16') 58-5209212

PLUNGE™ SLIDE
brief: Double-wide slide for 
SuperTramps™, Rebound 16™ and 
Rebound 20™.
Specifications: L 94" x W 60" x H 60" 
(L 239 cm x W 152 cm x H 152 cm)
Item: 58-5209204
box dimensions: L 16" x W 11" x H 20.5", 
35 lb. 1pc.
(L 41 cm x W 28 cm x H 52 cm, 15,9 kg)

Add some ‘splash’ to your bounce  with the Platinum™ Plunge™ slide. Designed to fit most water trampolines with a  35" to 
40" (89 cm - 102 cm) tube diameter, including SuperTramps™. Double-wide 60" (152 cm) sliding surface leaves plenty of 
room for up to two users, which adds to the fun. Attaches with a modified version of Interloc™ system-no connection rings 
required on trampoline.  
 
The ten foot long i-Log™ adds an irresistible balance feature to any aquapark. Walk the plank, or try to make it out and back!  
Attaches to log-specific rings using Interloc™ system.  
 
Optional slide for our popular Rebound™ bouncer. Expand your aquapark and add even more excitement to your 
Rebound™ bouncer. Attaches with Interloc™ system.



New, improved Wedgie adds stability

BLAST II w/Wedgie™
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Hands down our most popular accessory! Use the powerful 
force of air to blast friends, relatives and guests skyward. 
New, improved Wedgie adds stability for boarding and 
focuses the blasting force for huge thrills and splashes. Blast™ 
attaches to all SuperTramps™, Rebounds™, and Jungle Series™  
playstations for outrageous fun! Connects using Interloc™ 
system. Not for use as a stand-alone item or for more than 
two participants at one time.

BLAST II with Wedgie™
brief: Platinum™ launch bag for water use.
Specifications: L 12' x W 5.5' x H 36" (L 366 cm x W 168 cm x H 91 cm)
Item: 58-5209207
box dimensions: L 15.5" x W 12.5" x H 8.5", 48 lb. 1pc.
(L 39 cm x W 32 cm x 22 cm, 21,8 kg)



Runway10™

Runway20™

RUNWAY™

Rigid high-pressure floor adds stiffness
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One of the most important structural items for linking an aquapark 
together, the Runway™ also provides fantastic fun!   Extremely 
low profile for easy boarding. Walk, run, slip, slide, leap-frog or 
cartwheel down the stable Runway™ platform. Create an obstacle 
course or use as a stand-alone item. Technologically advanced 
‘drop-stitch’ material is incredibly durable, and very stiff.  Proven 
for over 15 years with inflatable boat floors, it’s stronger than 
ibeam construction, lighter weight and more compact.  Available 
in 10' or 20' lengths.  Connect Platinum™ accessories at both ends 
using Interloc™ system. Runway™ 10 accommodates up to six, and 
Runway™ 20 up to eight users at one time.

RUNWAY 10™
brief: Platinum™ walkway and slider (10' length).
Specifications: L 10' x W 5' x H 4" 
(L 120 cm x 152 cm x 10 cm)
Item: 58-5210004
box dimensions: L 26" x W 12.5" x H 20.5", 57 lb. 1pc.
(L 66 cm x W 32 cm x 52 cm, 25,9 kg)

RUNWAY 20™
brief: Platinum™ walkway and slider (20' length).
Specifications: L 20' x W 5' x H 4" 
(L 610 cm x W 152 cm x 10 cm)
Item: 58-5209214
box dimensions: L 26.5" x W 22.5" x H 20.75", 111 lb. 1pc.
(L 67 cm x W 57 cm x H 58 cm, 50,5 kg)



SWIMSTEP™
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SWIMSTEP™ COMMERCIAL
brief: Ultra-low profile boarding platform makes 
boarding Platinum™ items even easier. Connects on 
one side using Interloc™ system.
Specifications: L 42" x W 59" x H 6"  
(L 107 cm x W 150 cm x H 15 cm) (optional) 
Item: 58-5210003
box dimensions: L 15" x W 8.25" x H 23", 26 lb. 1pc.
(L 38 cm x W 21 cm x H 58 cm, 11,8 kg)

SWIMSTEP XL™
brief: Extra large boarding platform connects on 
two sides using Interloc™ system. Ultra-low profile 
design is ideal for easy boarding of Platinum™ items  
including ADVENTURE Series track & circuit.  
Specifications: L 60" x W 78" x H 6"  
(L 152 cm x W 198 cm x H 15 cm) (optional) 
Item: 58-5213100
box dimensions: L 18.5" x W 10.5" x H 20.5", 34 lb. 1pc.
(L 47 cm x W 27 cm x H 52 cm, 15,5 kg)

SWIMSTEP™ 
brief: Economical boarding platform for 
Platinum™ items. Connects on one side using 
Interloc™ system.
Specifications: L 42" x W 56" x H 8"  
(L 107 cm x W 142 cm x H 20 cm) (optional) 
Item: 58-5211016
box dimensions: L 14.5" x W 7" x H 21", 20 lb. 1pc.
(L 37 cm x W 18 cm x H 53 cm, 9,1 kg)

The SwimStep™ was developed as an improvement over traditional boarding ladders which are notoriously awkward to use. This 
ergonomic platform provides easy access from the water due to its low-profile design. Now available in three models to suit every need. 

The original SwimStep™  is a durable and cost-effective boarding solution for any item. SwimStep™  Commercial offers an ultra-low profile 
design for even easier access. SwimStepXL™ offers an extra large platform that connects on two sides using the Interloc™  system. This 
version was designed for use with ADVENTURE Series challenge courses, but can be used on any Interloc™ connection.
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Airport Platinum™

Airport Softpac™ 

Bimini Shade Top 

AIRPORT PLATINUM™

Makes a perfect island for swimming, playing or just relaxing. Use as a launching pad for watersports. Convenient boarding 
handles make for easy access from the water without the need for extra accessories. Durable Platinum™ construction allows 
it to be anchored all season long. Comfortably fits up to four users. Optional accessories attach using Interloc™ system.
 
The Airport Softpac™ is a ‘must have’ accessory for anyone serious about lounging. Provides a comfortable backrest 
with convenient cupholders, and three roomy storage compartments for wet or dry items. Easily holds a day’s worth of 
beverages on ice! Connects to Airport™ using Interloc™ system. 
 
The Bimini shade top works together with the Airport Platinum™ and Softpac™ to create the ultimate in private luxury.  
Heavy duty construction with UV treated canopy. Adjusts to any angle, or folds down for storage.

AIRPORT PLATINUM™ 

brief: Platinum™ swim platform and lounge. 
Specifications: L 90" x W 90" x H 9" 
(L 229 cm x W 229 cm x H 23 cm)
Item: 58-5211110
box dimensions: L 20" x W 12.5" x H 24",  
60 lb. 1pc.
(L 51 cm x W 32 cm x H 61 cm, 27,3 kg)

AIRPORT SOFTPAC™ (optional)
brief: Backrest lounge with integrated 
coolers for the Platinum Airport™.
Specifications: L 30" x W 90" x H 14" 
(L 76 cm x W 229 cm x H 36 cm)
Item: 58-5209202
box dimensions: L 20" x W 10" x H 22.5", 
30 lb. 1pc.  
(L 51 cm x W 25 cm x H 57 cm, 13,6 kg) 

AIRPORT BIMINI TOP™  (optional)
brief: Luxury shade top for Airport™.
Item: 58-5210013
box dimensions: L 50" x W 10" x H 8", 
18 lb. 1pc.
(L 127 cm x W 25 cm x H 20 cm, 8,2 kg)
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Fantastic fun! Splashmat™ is a flexible, slippery and downright 
wiggly water-float or attachment for Platinum items.  Inspires 
continuous, creative free-play, not to mention a serious case of 
the giggles for up to eight users. Can be used as a stand-alone 
item or as an attachment for nearly any Platinum™ item. 
Technologically advanced ‘drop-stitch’ material is incredibly 
durable, yet extremely low profile for easy boarding and 
maximum splash-factor. Attaches at one end using Interloc™ 
system. Attach to the end of a Summit™ or Freefall™ for 
maximum sliding performance!

SPLASHMAT™
brief: Flexible Platinum™ raft and slider.
Specifications: L 18' x W 5' x H 2" 
(L 549 cm x W 152 cm x H 5 cm)
Item: 58-5211108
box dimensions: L 21.75" x W 15.75" x H 15.5",  
49 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 55 cm x W 40 cm x H 39 cm, 22,3 kg)

SPLASHMAT™
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FIESTA™

A private oasis! The Fiesta™ is a versatile Platinum™ soaker 
lounge. For the purist, it’s a serene, relaxing getaway; a place to 
wile away the midday heat with a cool beverage in hand. For 
parents, the Fiesta™ offers a contained perimeter for younger 
kids to safely splash and play. Older kids will likely turn the 
Fiesta™ into a more active playstation. This versatile, low-profile 
soaker can be used as a stand-alone item, or integrated into 
an aquapark in multiple configurations. Attaches on two sides 
using Interloc™ system. Suitable for up to six people.

FIESTA™
brief: 6-Person Platinum™  
soaker and lounge. 
Specifications: L 10' x W 9' x H 12" 
(L 305 cm x W 274 cm x H 31 cm)
Item: 58-5211105  
box dimensions: 
L 16.5" x W 9.25" x H 28",  30 lb. 1pc. 
(L 42 cm x W 24 cm x 71 cm, 13,6 kg)
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INVERSIBLE™

Giant lounge and playstation that can be used as a soaker 
or a platform. In soaker mode, the interior mesh floor 
provides an open splash zone for active play or for cool, quiet 
lounging. Inverted, the mesh floor provides an airy platform 
for rest or active play. Can be used as a stand-alone item, 
or integrated into an aquapark in multiple configurations. 
Attaches on two sides, in either orientation, using Interloc™ 
system. Suitable for up to eight people.

INVERSIBLE™
brief: 8-Person Platinum™ lounge soaker and platform. 
Specifications: L 12' x W 12' x H 21" (L 366 cm x W 366 cm x H 53 cm)
Item: 58-5212000  
box dimensions: L 22 .75" x W 12.75" x H 30", 69 lb. 1pc. 
(L 58 cm x W 32 cm x H 76 cm, 31,4 kg)



Metro™ 3

Metro™ 5
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METRO™ SERIES
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The Metro™ is a rocketship for the water!  
Hands down the most stable banana-style 
towable available. Built in commercial-grade 
Duratex™ and heavily reinforced at all handles 
and tow points, the Metro™ is designed to 
provide many years of trouble-free service. 
Available in 6, 5 and 3-person versions, the two 
larger sizes offer double-wide stabilizer tubes 
for unsurpassed stability and performance. 

Metro™ 6
Brief: Heavy duty, banana-style towable 
for 6 riders.
Specifications: L 173" x W 49" x H 27"  
(L 439 cm x W 125 cm x H 69 cm)
Capacity: 6 people – 1200 lb. (544 kg)
Item: 58-5214009
Box Dimensions: L 29" x W 21" x H 13", 
80.5 lb. 1pc. 
(L 75 cm x W 55 cm x H 35 cm, 36.5 kg)

Metro™ 5
Brief: Heavy duty, banana-style towable 
for 5 riders.
Specifications: L 154" x W 49" x H 27"  
(L 391 cm x W 125 cm x H 69 cm)
Capacity: 5 people – 1000 lb. (454 kg)
Item: 58-5214017
Box Dimensions: L 29" x W 21" x H 9",  
75 lb. 1pc. 
(L 75 cm x W 55 cm x H 25 cm, 34 kg)

Metro™ 3
Brief: Heavy duty, banana-style towable 
for 3 riders.
Specifications: L 116" x W 31" x H 25" 
(L 295 cm x W 79 cm x H 63.5 cm)
Capacity: 3 people – 600 lb. (272 kg)
Item 58-5214016
Box Dimensions: L 29" x W 21” x H 7.5", 
65 lb. 1pc. 
(L 75 cm x W 55 cm x H 20 cm, 30 kg)
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A new paradigm! The Bravo™ is a fully reinforced commercial-grade towable 
for up to eight riders. Expect huge smiles and repeat customers with this 
exhilarating ride. The width of the Bravo™ provides superior stability and 
performance without the problems of traditional Banana Boats. When not in 
towing mode, the Bravo™ doubles as a lounge that can be anchored all season 
long. Includes reinforced handles and heavy duty towing bridle. Optional 
SwimStep™ Commercial platform allows convenient boarding from the water. 
Attaches on one side to any aquapark using Interloc™ system.

BRAVO™
brief: 8-Person Platinum™ towable and lounge.  
Specifications: L 12' x W 12' x H 30" 
(L 366 cm x W 366 cm x H 76 cm)
Item: 58-5210005
box dimensions: L 30.5" x W 20.5" x H 19.25", 
106 lb. 1pc. 
(L 78 cm x W 52 cm x H 49 cm, 48,2 kg)

BRAVO™
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Guests will have the time of their lives on a heart-stopping, adrenaline pumping, controlled 
freefall from the top deck. There is simply no experience like it! As an aquapark supplier to some of 
the most prestigious resorts in the world, Aquaglide® is uniquely qualified to build custom slides 
for the world’s most prestigious yachts.  Each slide is custom designed and specifically tailored 
to meet the needs of the most discerning yacht owners. Our Patent-pending yacht slide design 
makes additional support legs beneath the slide optional, resulting in quicker and easier setup 
and a more stable slide base.. Mesh safety guard provides ample shade while still allowing for 
great visibility. Multiple high-capacity valves make for ultra-fast setup time. Easily add Platinum™ 
attachments on two sides at the slide base using Aquaglide’s® exclusive Interloc™ system. 

FREEFALL™ YACHT SLIDE
brief: Custom Yacht Slide
Specifications: Range 4.0 - 7.0 m+ in height
Item: 58-5211111
box dimensions: (typical) - L 39" x W 39" x H 39", 300 lb. 1pc. 
(L 100 cm x W 100 cm x H 100 cm, 225 kg)

FREEFALL™ YACHT SLIDE
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Doubles as a swim platform
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When is an obstacle NOT an obstacle? When you’re having so much fun conquering 
it that you forget to notice! That’s the experience guests will have on the Escalade™ 
climbing wall. Towering at an impressive 5,0 m (over 16 ft.) in height, the 
Escalade™ is a floating, inflatable climbing wall for yacht or aquapark use. Three 
different routes allow challenging access and an excellent workout for beginners, 
intermediates and experts using a clear labeling system: green = EASY, yellow = 
MEDIUM, red = DIFFICULT. The underwater ladder provide a suitable start while the 
unique handle design offers optimal grip for the ascent. Turns over to double as a 
swim platform. Deploys easily and stores in a relatively compact package. 

ESCALADE™
brief: Massive inflatable climbing wall for water use.  
Specifications: L 6'8" x W 9'9" x H 16'5" 
(L 205 cm x W 300 cm x H 500 cm)
Item: 58-5213103
box dimensions: L 46.5" x W 42" x H 35.5", 291 lb. 1pc. 
(L 118 cm x W 107 cm x H 90 cm, 132 kg)

ESCALADE™
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In many parts of the world jellyfish are a painful and even deadly risk.  The Ocean Pool™ is an inflatable 
lounge and mesh-enclosed swimming area designed to protect swimmers from this unpleasant hazard.  
Ample deck space for lounging leads to a generous 4,00m x 4,00m swimming area. At 2,50m deep, and 
surrounded by a fine enclosure  of 1.5 mm mesh, this sanctuary will keep out the smallest jellyfish and 
unwanted sea life so swimmers can enjoy the water again. Includes convenient ladder and boarding 
handles as well as grab lines for swimmers.  Can be anchored on its own, or used off the back of a yacht. 
Connect Platinum™ items on three sides using Interloc™ system. Suitable for up to 10 users at once.
OCEAN POOL™
brief:  Giant, inflatable  lounge with mesh jellyfish pool.  
Specifications: L 609 cm x W 510 cm (L 240" x W 200")
Pool size: L 4 m x W 4 m x D 2.5 m (L 157" x W 157" x D 98" )
Item: 58-5212014
box dimensions: L 105 cm x W 74 cm x H 66 cm
(41" x 29" x 26"), 84 kg (185 lb.), 1 pc. 

OCEAN POOL™
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RUNWAY ™ 10

FOXTROT™

ADVENTURE SERIES
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Depth-Profiled
At Aquaglide® we understand that minimum water depth requirements are the single most 
limiting factor when considering any water element. Many pools and waterfronts simply 
don’t have the water depth to support large, glamorous items. That’s why we made sure that 
every item in the ADVENTURE™ Series offers maximum fun regardless of its size. It’s also why 
we present a depth profile for each Track & Circuit package we offer. 

Modular
As with other Platinum™ items, each ADVENTURE™ Series item is designed to interconnect using 
the Interloc™ system, so the challenge course or aquapark possibilities are limited only by your 
imagination. The Interloc™ system is used through the Aquaglide® Platinum™ range so current  
customers can easily add ADVENTURE™ Series to existing aquaparks and ADVENTURE™ Series 
customers with deep water can easily add larger items from our RESORT™ Range.

Quick
Another point not lost on us is that your time is at a premium. That’s why we engineered the 
simplest, safest and fastest way to set and remove ADVENTURE™ Series items. Each individual 
item includes Platinum™ QuickStraps for making setup and tear-down a breeze. No fussing 
with worn out Velcro™! In addition, nearly every item has convenient carry handles for quick, 
easy handling on the beach or pool deck. Taller items are designed with multiple chambers so 
sets can be partially deflated and easily stacked making setup and teardown quick! 

Creative Free Play
One aspect that sets all Aquaglide® products apart is that they are designed to 
inspire creative free play. This means that participants can entertain themselves, so 
less staff is required to oversee games and activities. This element is clearly apparent 
in the ADVENTURE™ Series, where each item has multiple functions and play-ways.

Easy Entry
The ultra-low profile SwimStepXL™ is one of the most important aspects of the 
ADVENTURE™ Series because it allows for easy boarding from the water, not just at 
the ‘start’, but also at any station throughout the course. This allows participants to 
re-board safely and allows them to focus on a specific challenge as they wish.

Since its introduction in 2008,  the Aquaglide® Platinum™ range has revolutionized 
commercial waterfront use with numerous innovative aquapark products. Camps 
and resorts around the world have become advocates, and also our partners. At 
Aquaglide® we work to maintain an ongoing dialog with our customers so we 
can continue to grow and adapt. Many loyal customers pointed at the need for 
innovative ‘shallow water’ track and circuit products. This was the reason for the 
ADVENTURE™ Series, a group of Platinum™ challenge course products for pool and 
waterfront use.
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VISTA™
Specifications: L 120" x W 78" x H 58" 
(L 305 cm x W 198 cm x H 147 cm)
Min depth: 65" (1,65 m)
Item: 58-5213150 
box dimensions:  
L 36" x W 32" x H 16", 115 lb. 1pc. 
(L 91 cm x W 81 cm x H 41 cm, 52,3 kg)

SIERRA™
Specifications: L 120" x W 96" x H 44" 
(L 305 cm x W 244 cm x H 112 cm)
Min depth: 57" (1,45 m)
Item: 58-5213130 
box dimensions:  
L 36" x W 28" x H 15",  99 lb. 1pc. 
(L 91 cm x W 71 cm x H 38 cm, 45 kg)

ZULU™
Specifications: L 135" x W 78" x H 60"
(L 343 cm x W 198 cm x H 152 cm)
Min depth: 68" (1,73 m)
Item: 58-5213160 
box dimensions:  
L 30" x W 27" x H 15", 71 lb. 1pc.
(L 76 cm x W 69 cm x H 38 cm, 32 kg)

TANGO™
Specifications: L 78" x W 78" x H 16"
(L 198 cm x W 198 cm x H 41 cm)
Min depth: 48" (1,20 m)
Item: 58-5213140 
box dimensions:  
L 21"x W 27" x H 9", 33 lb. 1pc
(L 53 cm x W 69 cm x H 23 cm, 15 kg)

DELTA™
Specifications: L 120" x W 78" x H 16"
(L 305 cm x W 198 cm x H 41 cm)
Min depth: 48" (1,20 m)
Item: 58-5213110 
box dimensions:  
L 18" x W 28" x H 11", 47 lb. 1pc.
(L 46 cm x W 71 cm x H 28 cm, 21,4 kg)
FOXTROT™
Specifications: L 240" x W 78" x H 19" 
(L 610 cm x W 198 cm x H 48 cm)
Min depth: 48" (1,20 m)
Item: 58-5213120 
box dimensions:  
L 24" x W 29" x H 11", 54 lb. 1pc. 
(L 61 cm x W 74 cm x H 28 cm, 24,5 kg)

SWIMSTEP XL™
Specifications: L 60" x W 78" x H 6" 
(L 152 cm x W 198 cm x H 15 cm)
Min depth: 48" (1,20 m)
Item: 58-5213100 
box dimensions:  
L 19" x W 21" x H 11", 34 lb. 1pc. 
(L 48 cm x W 53 cm x H 28 cm, 15,5 kg)

RUNWAY™ 10
Specifications: 120" x W 60" x H 6"
(L 305 cm x W 152 cm x H 15 cm) 
Min depth: 48" (1,20 m)
Item: 58-5210004 
box dimensions:  
L 26" x W 20.5" x H 12.5",  57 lb. 1pc.
(L 66 cm x W 52 cm x H 32 cm, 25,9 kg)
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The crème de la crème, this track offers 29 person capacity 
with a progressive depth profile perfectly suited for 
the Short Course (25 yd.) pool format. Boarding is easy 
thanks to the ultra-low profile SwimStep™XL platform. 
The exciting TANGO™ is just begging to be bounced. Next, 
SIERRA™ presents several choices; climb, balance, wriggle 
or splash! Interior mesh floors create two separate splash 
zones.  Moving on to the VISTA™, however, brings a new set 
of decisions as participants explore the inner passages or 
traverse the top. Finally, the ZULU™ slide makes an exciting 
end to the track with its five foot high ladder-style climbing 
wall and an exhilarating zero-entry slide.

Item: 58-5213200
Length: ~55 ft (16,8 m)
Max capacity: ~ 29 participants (at once)

CHALLENGE TRACK I
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A twist on the original, this track was also designed 
for the Short Course (25 yd.) pool format, but offers a 
shallower depth profile with a SIERRA™ - ZULU™- zinger 
at the end. Maximum capacity is 27 users. The ultra-low 
profile SwimStep™XL platforms make for easy entry at the 
beginning and throughout the course. The TANGO™ will 
bring out the ‘Tigger’ in younger participants, while the 
DELTA™ offers an exciting splash. The challenging SIERRA™ 
presents several choices; climb, balance, wriggle or splash! 
Interior mesh floors create two separate splash zones. 
Finally, the ZULU™ slide brings in some ‘zing’ with its five 
foot high ladder-style climbing wall and an exhilarating 
zero-entry slide.

Item: 58-5213210
Length: ~55 ft (16,8 m)
Max capacity: ~ 27 participants (at once)

CHALLENGE TRACK 2
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ZULU™
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Despite its shallow water profile, the FOXTROT™ is a crowd 
favorite! A challenging balance beam, this item can also 
be used for head-to-head competition. Intended to fit the 
Short Course (25 yd.) pool format, this track offers amazing 
value with 21 person capacity and a shallower depth 
profile. Ultra-low profile SwimStep™XL platforms make for 
easy entry at the beginning and throughout the course. 
The FOXTROT™ presents a significant challenge with no 
guarantee of staying dry! Next, the SIERRA™ presents 
several choices; climb, balance, wriggle or splash! Interior 
mesh floors create two separate splash zones. Finally, 
the ZULU™ slide brings it home with its five foot high 
ladder-style climbing wall and an exhilarating zero-entry 
slide.

Item: 58-5213220
Length: ~55 ft (16,8 m)
Max capacity: ~ 21 participants (at once) 57in

(1.45m)
48in

(1.2m)
68in

(1.73m)
57in

(1.45m)

CHALLENGE TRACK 3
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For maximum capacity in larger formats such as Long 
Course (50 m) and waterfront use, there is nothing that 
will bring smiles faster than a full size circuit! This course 
is tried-and-true, a proven performer that offers room for 
up to 60 users at once. Throughout the course, ultra-low 
profile SwimStep™XL platforms allow for easy entry at any 
station while a diverse selection of challenging features 
such as TANGO™, DELTA™, VISTA™, SIERRA™, FOXTROT™ and 
RUNWAY™ keep guests engaged for hours.

Item: 58-5213230
Size: ~Length 42 ft. (12,8 m) X ~Width 32 ft. (9,8 m)
Max capacity: ~ 62 participants (at once)

57in
(1.45m)

48in
(1.2m)

48in
(1.2m)

57in
(1.45m)

57in
(1.45m)
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(1.2m)

48in
(1.2m)

65in
(1.65m)

CHALLENGE CIRCUIT 1
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2-WAY MOORING BRIDLE 
brief: Heavy duty 2-way mooring 
bridle for Platinum™ items.
Specs: 14'L (427 cm)PU covered 
1/2" (1,3 cm) Nylon, 2 SS lock, 1 SS 
swivel. 3000 lb. (1363,6 kg) load.
Item: 58-5209354110v TURBO PUMP 

brief: Extremely powerful 110v 
electric pump for watersports 
and Platinum™  items. 
Specs: 110vAC power source, 
inflate/deflate-2.8 psi max 
Item: 58-5205003

120v PLATINUM™ PUMP 
brief: Commercial-grade 110/ 
120v electric pump w/ dual 
motors for Platinum™  items. 
Specs: 120vAC power source, 
inflate/deflate -11.0 psi max 
Item: 58-5213101

12v TURBO PUMP 
brief: Extremely powerful 12v electric pump for 
watersports and Platinum™  items. 
Specs: 12vDC power source, inflate/deflate-2.4 psi max 
Item: 58-5205004

ANCHOR CONNECTOR LINE KIT 
brief Heavy duty anchor line set for mooring 
Platinum™ items.
Specs: L 6' (183 cm) Galv chain, L 6' (183 cm)
PE Bungee, L 20' 1/2" (6 m, 1,3 cm) Nylon, 
Asstd. 3000 lb. (1363,6 kg) load.
Item: 58-5209355

4-WAY MOORING BRIDLE 
brief: 4-way mooring bridle for 
Platinum™ items.
Specs: PP rope bridle, 4 SS snaps, 1 
SS swivel. 1000 lb. (454,5 kg) load.
Item: 58-5209356

ANCHOR BAG SET w/ LINE 
brief: Complete, anchor bag and line set for 
short-term anchoring of aquapark platforms.  
Specs: 1000d Nylon bag, 20' 3/8" (610 cm, 1 cm)  
Nylon, 2 SS snaps. 750 lb. (340,9 kg) load.
Item: 58-5209357

Aquaglide offers a complete line of anchoring and mooring 
systems. If you are uncertain, we always recommend using 
a professional for installation of any anchored product. 

8 PERSON  COMMERCIAL TOW ROPE 
brief: 8-Person Platinum™  Tow Rope for commercial use. 
Specs: 65 ft (19,8 m) Nylon, 2 Tow eyes, 10,000 lb. (4545,5 kg) load.
Item: 58-5210014

2-METER VERTICAL MOORING LINE 
brief: 2-meter (6 ft) long heavy duty 
elastic mooring line for vertical 
mooring in pool or waterfront.  
Specs: 2m L PE Bungee, Stainless 
Quick Snap, Float.
Item: 58-5213008

3-METER HORIZONTAL MOORING LINE 
brief: Pair of 3-meter (9.8 ft) long heavy 
duty elastic mooring lines for mooring 
to pool edge.  
Specs: 3m L PE Bungee, Stainless Quick 
Snap, Float. 3000 lb. (1363,6 kg) load.
Item: 58-5213007

PLATINUM™ SWIM BUOY SET 
brief: Heavy duty anchor line set for 
mooring Platinum™ items. Comes as 
set of 3 linking buoys. 
Specs: L 15' x 9" (457 cm x 23 cm)
Diam., Linking SS ring/ clip, Set of 3. 
Item: 58-5210012

PUMPS, ROPES & MOORING



Swim Buoy™

Rebound 16™ Rebound 20™

Jungle Jim™Freefall 6™

Supertramp 14™ Supertramp 17™Rebound 12™

Fiesta™Bravo™ Revolution™Inversible™

Freefall Extreme™ Jungle Joe2 ™Summit™Freefall™  Supreme Rockit™

Plunge™ Rebound Slide™ Splashmat™

Blast II™ w/ Wedgie

Airport™ Lounge
Airport™ Softpac
Airport™ Bimini

i-Log™ADVENTURE SERIES Swimstep™ Commercial

Swimstep XL™Delta™Foxtrot™Sierra™ Tango™Vista™Zulu™

Swimstep™

Runway 20™

Runway 10™

Supertramp 23™

Metro™ 3

Metro™ 6

Metro™ 5 Metro™ 6
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RESORT RANGE
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